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Student Journal

Introduction 

Purpose

Essential  
Question  
Preview

Connect  
to Your Life

This guide explains how the Student Journal in myWorld Geography 
helps students connect, experience, and understand their world. It 
looks at the activities found in the Student Journal by exploring the 
use of the Essential Question Preview, Connect to myStory, Word Wise, 
Take Notes, and the Essential Question Writer’s Workshop. Finally, this 
guide explores the Online Student Journal on myworldgeography.com.
 
Examples in this guide are from the Survey Student Journal but can be 
applied to any version.

The Student Journal helps students reflect and write about their 
experiences in myWorld Geography. They use the Student Journal to 
document their travel through the program as they search for evidence 
to the Essential Questions. The Student Journal provides previewing 
exercises for each chapter using an Essential Question to introduce 
students to the chapter content. It also provides chapter support, 
graphic organizers, and a two-page Writer’s Workshop to help students 
demonstrate understanding. 

The Essential Question Preview prepares students to connect to the 
Essential Question. It also helps students understand the content 
they study in the chapter by connecting their everyday life with the 
Essential Question. 

Students begin the Essential Question Preview with Connect to Your 
Life. Connect to Your Life helps students find ways to relate the issues 
and principles of the Essential Questions in all aspects of their life—
family, school, or community. In this example, students complete the 
table with ways to measure success. Then, they compare the ways to 
measure success. This activity helps students make a connection to 
their lives and allows them to build a mental map of the information 
they are studying in the program. 
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Connect  
to the Chapter

Connect  
to myStory

Connect to the Chapter, the next section of the Essential Question 
Preview, invites students to look through the chapter to predict how 
the Essential Question relates to the countries discussed in each 
chapter. In one example, students think about ways to measure 
a country’s success. Next, they preview the chapter by skimming 
the chapter’s headings, photographs, and graphics. Then, students 
complete the table by writing ways to measure China’s success in each 
category. Finally, students read the chapter and revisit their predictions 
in the table to check for accuracy and circle correct predictions. 

The Connect to myStory in the Student Journal provides an opportunity 
for students to make connections from the myStory Video and article 
to their world. For example, students name any two changes they’ve 
seen in their neighborhood or region and discuss them. Next, they’re 
asked to answer questions about change as it relates to the myStory 
teen. Then, students make additional predictions that relate to the 
myStory.
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Word Wise

Take Notes

Essential  
Question  
Writer’s  
Workshop

A Word Wise activity corresponds to each of the three sections in a 
chapter of the student edition. A Word Wise activity also accompanies 
each lesson in the Core Concepts Handbook. These activities give 
students the opportunity to get to know and explore the key terms in 
the program through word maps, crossword puzzles, and other games.

Take Notes activities correspond to each of the three sections in a 
chapter of the student edition. The Outline Map provides students with 
the opportunity to build their map skills. Students also apply concepts 
and create a detailed visual study guide of each region by completing 
illustrated graphic organizers. Each section level Take Notes exercise 
helps students draw conclusions about the Essential Question.

The Essential Question Writer’s Workshop provides assessment 
of students’ long-term understanding and writing skills. Students 
demonstrate their understanding of the chapter content by writing 
about the Essential Question. Each workshop provides students with 
writing instruction, information on a specific Workshop Skill, and 
practice. At the conclusion of the exercises, students apply their 
knowledge to draft their own writing activity about the Essential 
Question. In the workshops, students are taught skills such as how to 
write body paragraphs and how to revise an essay.
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Online Student 
Journal

Review

On myworldgeography.com, students will have access to both an 
English and Spanish version of the Online Student Journal. The 
Student Journal is represented with an orange textbook icon. The 
Online Student Journal link icon indicates that the resource is available 
directly on myworldgeography.com and can be downloaded as a PDF 
for student use. 

Teachers can assign a whole chapter or an individual section of the 
Student Journal. 

This guide explained how the Student Journal in myWorld Geography 
helps students connect, experience, and understand their world. It 
looked at the activities found in the Student Journal by exploring the 
use of the Essential Question Preview, Connect to myStory, Word Wise, 
Take Notes, and the Essential Question Writer’s Workshop. Finally, this 
guide explored the Online Student Journal on myworldgeography.com.

For more information, please watch the other myWorld Geography 
tutorials on this Web site.
 

 


